2017 Honorees

Michael Arrigo, School of Art, Visual Art Exhibit
Sung Bae, Finance, Journal Article (2)
John Balistreri, School of Art, Visual Art Exhibit
Janet Ballweg, School of Art, Visual Art Exhibit (2)
Savilla Banister, School of Teaching and Learning,
  Journal Article
Cynthia Baron, Theatre and Film, Book
Liz Bayan, School of Art, Visual Art Exhibit
Bonnie Berger, School of HMSLS, Journal Article
Colleen Boff, University Libraries, Journal Article
Tim Brackenbury, Communication Sciences and Disorders,
  Journal Article
Brandon Briggs, School of Art, Visual Art Exhibit
Todd Childers, School of Art, Journal Article
Sungho Cho, School of HMSLS, Journal Article
Kimberly Coates, English Department, Book Chapter
Lynn A. Darby, School of HMSLS, Journal Article
Gregory Decker, Musicology/Composition/Theory,
  Journal Article
Heath Diehl, Honors College, Journal Article
Matthew Donahue, Department of Popular Culture,
  Visual Art Exhibit (2)
Matthew Donahue, Department of Popular Culture,
  Music Producer
Marce Dupay, School of Art, Visual Art Exhibit
Dena Eber, School of Art, Visual Art Exhibit (2)
Heather Elliott-Famularo, School of Art, Journal Article
Daniel Faske, School of Educational Foundations,
  Leadership and Policy, Book
Amy Fidler, School of Art, Visual Art Exhibit
John Folkins, Retiree, Journal Article (2)
Andrew Gilliatt, School of Art, Visual Art Exhibit
Mille Gulbecker, School of Art, Visual Art Exhibit
Andrew Hersberger, School of Art, Photo Catalog with essay
Alli Hoag, School of Art, Visual Art Exhibit
Heejoo Kim, School of Art, Visual Art Exhibit
Rebecca J. Kinney, School of Cultural and Critical Studies, Book
Laura Landry Meyer, School of Family and Consumer Sciences,
  Journal Article
Stephen J. Langendorfer, School of HMSLS, Journal Article (3)
Stephen J. Langendorfer, School of HMSLS, Journal Editor
Sean Leatherbury, School of Art, Book Chapter
Elainie Lillois, Musicology/Composition/Theory,
  Musical Artist (recording)
Lucy Long, School of HMSLS, Book Editor
Mary-Jon Ludy, Nutrition Sciences, Journal Article
Andreas Luescher, Architecture and Environmental Design,
  Journal Article (3)
Vera Lux, Library Teaching & Learning, Journal Article
Gabriel Matney, School of Teaching and Learning,
  Journal Article
Ross Mazzupapa, School of Art, Visual Art Exhibit
Daniel Molinnis, School of Arts/Honors Program,
  Visual Art Exhibit
Bonnie Mitchell, School of Art, Visual Art Exhibit
Amy Morgan, College of Education and Human Development,
  Journal Article
Shawn Morin, School of Art, Visual Art Exhibit
Tom Muir, School of Art, Visual Art Exhibit (2)
Joel O’Donisio, School of Art, Visual Art Exhibit
Leigh-Ann Pahapill, School of Art, Visual Art Exhibit
Amanda Paule-Koba, School of HMSLS, Journal Article
Susan Peet, School of Family and Consumer Sciences,
  Journal Article
Lubomir Popov, School of Family and Consumer Sciences,
  Journal Article
Linda Rich, Library Teaching & Learning, Journal Article
Gordon Ricketts, School of Art, Public Art Mural,
  Kimberly Rogers, Math and Statistics Department,
    Journal Article (3)
Katerina Ruedi Ray, School of Art, Book Chapter (2)
John Sampen, Music Performance Studies,
  Musical Artist (performance)
Marissa Sandholz, School of Art, Visual Art Exhibit
Ronald Scherer, Department of Communication Sciences
  and Disorders, Journal Article
Ryan Shelley, School of Art, Visual Art Exhibit
Marilyn Shrode, Musicology/Composition/Theory, Composer
Ewart C. Skinner, Department of Telecommunications,
  Book Chapter
Rebecca L. Skinner Green, School of Art, Journal Article
Sant Somasa, School of Art, Visual Art Exhibit
Jon Sprague, Research and Economic Development,
  Book Chapter
Jenn Stucker, School of Art, Packaging Design
Chuck Tucker, School of Art, Visual Art Exhibit
Jane Wheeler, Management, Journal Article
Lynn Whitney, School of Art, Visual Art Exhibit
Maureen Wilson, Department of Higher Education and
  Student Affairs, Book Chapter
Christopher Witulski, Music/Composition/Theory,
  Journal Article
Dennis Wojtkiewicz, School of Art, Visual Art Exhibit (2)
Jennifer Wolter, Romance and Classical Studies,
  Journal Article
Deborah Wooldridge, School of Family and Consumer Sciences,
  Book Chapter
Kim Young, School of Art, Visual Art Exhibit
Lori Young, School of Art, Visual Art Exhibit